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Abstract

A very challenging issue for optimizing compilers is
the phase ordering problem: In what order should a
collection of compiler optimizations be performed? We
address this problem in the context of optimizing a se-
quence of tensor contractions. The pertinent loop trans-
formations are loop permutation, tiling, and fusion; in
addition, the placement of disk I/O statements crucially
affects performance. The space of possible combina-
tions is exponentially large. We develop novel pruning
strategies whereby a search problem in a larger space
is replaced by a large number of searches in a much
smaller space, to determine the optimal permutation, fu-
sion, tiling and placement of disk I/O statements. Exper-
imental results show that we obtain an improvement in
I/O cost by a factor of up to 2.6 over an equi-tile-size
approach.

1. Introduction

Optimizing compilers incorporate a number of loop
transformations such as permutation [41], tiling [11], fu-
sion [23, 14], etc. In most optimizing compilers, trans-
formations are attempted in a somewhat arbitrary order,�
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because the optimal order to perform multiple transfor-
mations is generally not known [4]. Although there has
been tremendous progress in developing unified frame-
works for modeling a variety of loop transformations
[2, 3, 32], their use has so far been restricted to op-
timization of idealized or indirect performance metrics
such as reuse distance, degree of parallelism, number
of synchronizations, etc. The development of model-
driven optimization strategies that target direct perfor-
mance metrics, such as cache miss overhead or I/O cost,
remains a difficult challenge. While this problem is
daunting for compile-time optimization of arbitrary pro-
grams written in languages like C or Fortran, the prob-
lem is more tractable in the context of scripting lan-
guages, where user programs invoke sequences of lan-
guage/library primitives with known properties. This
is the approach espoused by the telescoping languages
model described in [22]. The telescoping languages
approach aims at facilitating a high-level scripting in-
terface for a domain-specific computation to the user,
while achieving high performance that is portable across
machine architectures, and compilation time that only
grows linearly with the size of the user script.

In this paper, we address the optimization of a
sequence of tensor contractions (generalized matrix
products), in the context of out-of-core implementa-
tions. Sequences of tensor contractions arise in scien-
tific/engineering domains; in particular, they arise fre-
quently in high-accuracy ab initio computational mod-
els in quantum chemistry [31, 33]. The extreme dif-
ficulty of implementing and optimizing codes for such
models has resulted in numerous attempts by quantum
chemists to develop automated approaches to aid devel-
opers [17, 18, 35]. The problem addressed here is the
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following: Given a sequence of tensor contractions to
be computed, with input/output and intermediate tensors
possibly too large to fit in physical memory, apply suit-
able loop optimizations (permutation, fusion, and multi-
level tiling) along with the best placement of I/O state-
ments to derive an out-of-core implementation that min-
imizes the disk I/O overhead.

In this paper, we develop an integrated approach for
applying the above transformations to derive an opti-
mized form of the computation. A search-based strat-
egy is used to explore the combined space of transforma-
tions. Some of the transformations are partially unified
with others, reducing the search space to be explored.
In addition, pruning rules are developed that simplify
the search procedure, without compromising optimality.
For each of the combinations of transformations deter-
mined to be a worthy candidate for consideration, the
I/O cost is formulated as a non-linear optimization prob-
lem in terms of the tile sizes. The tile sizes that minimize
the disk I/O cost are determined using a general-purpose
non-linear optimization solver.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
problem context is described in Section 2. Related work
is discussed in the Section 3. The optimal transforma-
tions and tile sizes for the single contraction case are
derived analytically in Section 4. In the case of multi-
ple contractions, fusion is performed to exploit reuse of
intermediate tensors. The number of fusions to be con-
sidered is reduced by distinguishing some of the fusions
during tile size search. Section 5 describes the mod-
eling of fusion and integration of fusion with general-
ized tiling. Pruning strategies for I/O placements are
detailed in Section 6. We propose a generalized view
of the ordering of I/O statements, loop permutation and
tiling. The order of I/O statements within a group of
perfectly nested loops is shown to dictate tiling and per-
mutation of loops. The details of I/O statement ordering
and some pruning strategies are detailed in Section 7. In
Section 8, these transformations and pruning strategies
are integrated into a search procedure to derive an opti-
mal form for the computation. The tile sizes for the loop
structures generated is determined using a non-linear op-
timization solver [1]. Experimental results are provided
in Section 9. Section 10 concludes the paper.

2. Computational Context

In the context of the class of computations consid-
ered, a tensor contraction expression is comprised of a
collection of multi-dimensional summations of product
of several input arrays. As an example, consider the
following contraction, used often in quantum chemistry
calculations to transform a set of two-electron integrals

from an atomic orbital (AO) basis to a molecular orbital
(MO) basis:

B � a � b � c � d ��� ∑p 	 q 	 r	 sC1 � s � d ��
 C2 � r� c ��
 C3 � q � b ��

C4 � p � a ��
 A � p � q � r� s �

This contraction is referred to as a four-index trans-
form. Here, A � p � q � r� s � is a four-dimensional input array
and B � a � b � c � d � is the transformed output array. The ar-
rays C1 through C4 are called transformation matrices.
The indices p, q, r, and s have the same range N, denot-
ing the total number of orbitals, which is equal to O � V .
O denotes the number of occupied orbitals and V de-
notes the number of unoccupied (virtual) orbitals. Like-
wise, the index ranges for a, b, c, and d are the same,
and equal to V . Typical values for O range from 10 to
300; the number of virtual orbitals V is usually between
50 and 1000. The calculation of B is done in the fol-
lowing four steps to reduce the number of floating point
operations from O � V 4N4 � in the initial formula (8 nested
loops, for p, q, r, s, a, b, c, and d) to O � VN4 � :

Na  Nb  Nc  Nd : V ;N p  Nq  Nr Ns : O � V ;B � a  b  c  d ���
∑sC1 � s  d ����� ∑r C2 � r c ����� ∑qC3 � q  b �� � ∑p C4 � p  a ��� A � p  q  r s �������
This operation-minimization transformation [17] re-

sults in the creation of three intermediate arrays:

T 1 � a � q � r� s ��� ∑
p

C4 � p � a ��
 A � p � q � r� s �
T 2 � a � b � r� s ��� ∑

q
C3 � q � b ��
 T1 � a � q � r� s �

T 3 � a � b � c � s ��� ∑
r

C2 � r� c ��
 T2 � a � b � r� s �
Assuming that the available memory on the machine

running this calculation is less than V 4 (which for V �
800 and double precision arrays is about 3TB), none of
A, T1, T 2, T3, and B can fit entirely in memory. There-
fore, the intermediates T1, T 2, and T 3 need to be writ-
ten to disk once they are produced, and read from the
disk before they are used in the next step. Since none of
these arrays can be fully stored in memory, it may not
be possible to perform all multiplication operations by
reading each element of the input arrays from disk only
once. This could result in the amount of disk I/O volume
being much larger than the total volume of the data on
disk.

In typical quantum chemistry codes, the total num-
ber of loops can be very large, with upto 10 loops for a
single term of a tensor contraction expression, and more
than 100 such terms overall.For illustration purposes, we



focus on the following contraction(a two-index trans-
form):

B � m � n ��� ∑
i 	 j C1 � m � i ��
 C2 � n � j ��
 A � i � j �

The operation minimal form of the two-index transform
and the corresponding intermediate array are as follows:

T � n � i ��� ∑
j

C2 � n � j ��
 A � i � j �
B � m � n ��� ∑

i
C1 � m � i ��
 T � n � i �

In general, the intermediate arrays can be too large to
fit into main memory. The memory required for an in-
termediate array, and potentially the I/O cost can be re-
duced by loop fusion.

There are many fusion structures to be considered.
For each fusion structure, tiling, placement and order-
ing of I/O statements and tile sizes need to be evalu-
ated. The size of the in-memory buffers and the disk-
to-memory traffic depends on these parameters. Given
an abstract form of the computation, in the form of se-
quence of nested loops, each corresponding to one ten-
sor contraction, the task of the out-of-core code genera-
tion algorithm is to perform loop optimizations and de-
cide the placement of disk I/O statements to minimize
the disk-to-memory traffic, while satisfying the memory
limit constraints.

3. Related Work

The optimization presented in this paper has been de-
veloped in the context of the Tensor Contraction Engine
(TCE) [6, 10], a domain-specific compiler for ab initio
quantum chemistry calculations. The TCE takes as input
a high-level specification of a computation expressed as
a set of tensor contraction expressions and transforms
it into efficient parallel code. Several compile-time
optimizations are incorporated into the TCE: algebraic
transformations to minimize operation counts [28, 29],
loop fusion to reduce memory requirements [27], space-
time trade-off optimization [8], communication min-
imization [9], and data locality optimization [38] of
memory-to-cache traffic and the disk-to-memory traffic
[26]. In this paper, we integrate a number of these trans-
formations and utilize additional optimization opportu-
nities, such as multi-level tiling, to minimize the disk
I/O cost.

Considerable work has addressed loop tiling for en-
hancement of data locality [5, 20, 36, 37, 7, 12], but
much of it is restricted to perfectly nested loops. Ana-
lytic models of the impact of tiling on locality have been
developed [16, 30, 34]. Much work has also been done

on improving locality and/or parallelism by loop fusion
[24, 21, 39, 15]. Fusion often creates imperfectly nested
loops, which are more complex to tile effectively than
perfectly nested loops. Several works have addressed
the tiling of imperfectly nested loops [3, 32, 40]. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, we are unaware of
any work that has addressed in an integrated manner,
the determination of optimal loop fusion, loop tiling,
loop permutation, and placement of I/O statements to
optimize direct performance metrics such as completion
time or cache-miss or I/O overhead.

4. Optimal solution for single contraction

In this section, we discuss the interaction between I/O
placements and the loop structure in terms of tiling and
permutation for a single tensor contraction. We subse-
quently derive the I/O and memory cost functions and
determine the optimal ordering of I/O placements and
tile sizes.

Consider the following tensor contraction expression

C � a � b � c � d ��� ∑
m 	 n A � a � b � m � n ��
 B � c � d � m � n � (4.1)

where A and B are input arrays and C is the output ar-
ray; m � n are the summation indices. If all indices range
over N, O � N6 � arithmetic operations will be required to
compute the above tensor contraction expression. No-
tice that a tensor contraction is essentially a generalized
matrix multiplication. The above expression can be writ-
ten as

C � I � J ��� A � I � K ��
 B � J � K � (4.2)

where I � � a � b ! , J � � c � d ! and K � � m � n ! are index
sets, considered as “macro-indices”, each of which will
contain several loops.

When one or more arrays does not fit in memory,
tiling is done i.e. loops are split into tiling and intra-
tile loops to improve reuse. We take a more generalized
view of tiling. In case of out-of-core computations, ex-
plicit disk I/O statements are needed. These I/O state-
ments will divide the loops and hence the iteration space
into several components. For a single tensor contraction
computation, the macro-indices are split and one com-
ponent of each is placed around each I/O statement. This
can be viewed as multi-level tiling of the loops. These
components can now be reorganized to eliminate any re-
dundancy. The ordering of these components, and hence
the resulting loop structure, depends upon the order of
the I/O statements. There are three disk arrays A, B, and
C in the above mentioned tensor contraction expression.
C array requires a write statement, while the other two



I/O configuration I/O cost Memory cost
ABC NiNk + NiNjNk/Ti + 2*NiNjNk/Tk TiTk+Tk+1
ACB NiNk + NiNjNk/Ti + 2*NiNjNk/Tk TiTk+Ti+1
BAC NjNk + NiNjNk/Tj + 2*NiNjNk/Tk TkTj+Tk+1
BCA NjNk + NiNjNk/Tj + 2*NiNjNk/Tk TkTj+Tj+1
CAB NiNj + NiNjNk/Ti + NiNjNk/Tj TiTj+Ti+1
CBA NiNj + NiNjNk/Ti + NiNjNk/Tj TiTj+Tj+1

Table 1. The disk and memory cost for various I/O placement configurations

arrays require a read statement. In addition, C array re-
quires a read statement when surrounded by redundant
loops. This distinction is significant when determining
the disk I/O cost and is discussed later in this section.
Note that read and write statement of array C will be
at the same level of the loop structure. We shall con-
sider them together as I/O placements. So, we have 3
I/O statements to order and this leads to six different or-
derings: ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, CBA.

Consider the case where the I/O statements are in the
order ABC, as shown in Fig. 1. The three I/O statements
will divide the tiling loops into four parts: D1, D2, D3,
and D4. Each of these parts contains some component
of all the loops from each of the index sets I, J, K. Let
Di contain loop components Iti, Jti, and Kti, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). A loop index is redundant for an I/O statement
if it does not index the array in that statement. Con-
sider the loops in D1. Jt1 is redundant for A. Given
any set of tile sizes with a non-empty Jt1, an equiva-
lent set of tile sizes can be constructed by moving the
iterations allocated to Jt1 below the read statement for
A. This configuration reduces the disk I/O cost without
any increase in the memory cost. We thus conclude that
Jt1 should be empty. Using similar arguments, we can
conclude that It2 and Kt3 should be empty. Now con-
sider the loop component Kt2. Given any set of tile sizes
with a non-empty Kt2, an equivalent set of tile sizes can
be constructed by moving the iterations allocated to Kt2
above the read statement for A. Kt2 is a non-redundant
loop for A and would decrease its memory requirement,
without increasing the disk I/O for any arrays. We thus
conclude that Kt2 should be empty. Using similar argu-
ments with respect to the memory usage, we can con-
clude that Jt3, It4, and Jt4 should be empty. The simpli-
fied code is shown in Figure 1(b).In the same manner,
given any ordering of I/O placements, the loop structure
can be determined.

In a more general way, let the three arrays in the
contraction be X , Y and C, and their sizes be Na " Nb,
Nb " Nc and Na " Nc, respectively. Arrays X and Y stand
for either of A or B, while C is the output array. The loop
structure corresponding to the ordering of the I/O state-
ments as X first, Y next and C last (denoted by XYC),

is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the output array, C, re-
quires special handling as it requires a write statement.
Array C also requires a read statement when surrounded
by a redundant loop. Here, we assume that read state-
ment is also executed the first time it is encountered,
even though it reads the values initialized with zeros.
Hence, if there is a redundant loop surrounding the I/O
statement of output array, then the disk I/O cost is as-
sumed to be twice the normal value independent of the
determined tile sizes.

The I/O cost for an array is the size of the array times
the number of iterations of any redundant loops appear-
ing above it. The memory cost of an array is the number
of iterations of any non-redundant loops appearing be-
low it.

The I/O statement appearing first does not have any
surrounding redundant loops. Hence its I/O cost is mini-
mum and equal to its size. The other two arrays have one
redundant loop each, with one component of that redun-
dant loop (a loop tile) below it. Thus, their I/O cost is� Ni # Ti � times the size of the corresponding array, where
Ti is the number of iterations of the redundant loop in-
side the I/O statement and Ni is the loop bound.

For the arrays X , Y , and C considered above, the
memory costs for the I/O placement ordering XYC are
TaTb, Ta, and 1 respectively. Thus considerable amount
of memory is required to store one two-dimensional tile
of X , one one-dimensional tile of Y , and one element of
C.

The I/O and memory cost for the six orderings of I/O
statements is given in Table 1. We now analytically de-
rive the optimal ordering of I/O placements. An ordering
of I/O placements is said to be no worse than another, if
it reduces the disk I/O cost for the same or lesser mem-
ory cost, or reduces the memory cost for same or lesser
disk I/O cost.

Lemma 1. The ordering CXY is no worse than the or-
dering XYC

Proof. The disk cost equations are
DiskXYC � Na " Nb � Na $ Nb $ Nc

Ta � 2 $ Na $ Nb $ Nc
Tb

DiskCXY � Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c



for It1, Jt1, Kt1%&&&&&&&&&&
'

READ A � I  K �
for It2, Jt2, Kt2%&&&&&&
'
READ B � J  K �
for It3, Jt3, Kt3%&&
'
READ C � I  J �
for It4, Jt4, Kt4(

C �)� A � B
WRITE C � I  J �

(a) Initial groups

for It1 * , Kt1 *%&&&&&&&&&&
'

READ A � I  K �
for Jt1 *%&&&&&&
'
READ B � J  K �
for It2 *%&&
'
READ C � I  J �
for Kt2 *(

C �+� A � B
WRITE C � I  J �

(b) After cleanup

Figure 1. Loop groups

for at1, bt1,--------
.

I/O for X
for ct1,----
.

I/O for Y
for at2,. I/O for C

for bt2/
Computation

Figure 2. Loop structure for a specific or-
der of I/O statements. Array sizes are:
|X|=NaNb, |Y|=NbNc, |C|=NcNa

The memory cost equations are
MemXYC � Ta " Tb � Tb � 1
MemCXY � Ta " Tc � Ta � 1

Given the optimal tile sizes Ta, T b for the order-
ing XYC, we can construct tile sizes Ta 0 , T c 0 for the
ordering CXY which will not increase the memory and
disk IO cost as follows:

Case 1: Tb 1 Na

We set values of Ta 0 and Tc 0 as Ta 0 � T b and
T c 0 � min � Ta � Nc �

MemCXY � Ta 0 " Tc 0 � Ta 0 � 1� min � Ta � Nc �2" Tb � Tb � 13
Ta " Tb � Tb � 1� MemXYC

Case 1a: Ta 1 Nc 4 T c 0 � Ta

DiskCXY� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta 5 � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c 5� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
T b � Na $ Nb $ Nc

Ta3 2 $ Na $ Nb $ Nc
T b � Na $ Nb $ Nc

Ta1 DiskXYC

Case 1b: Ta 6 Nc 4 T c 0 � Nc

DiskCXY� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta 5 � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c 5� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
T b � Na " Nb3 2 $ Na $ Nb $ Nc

T b � Na " Nb1 DiskXYC

Case 2: T b 6 Na 4 Ta
3

T b

We set values of Ta 0 and T c 0 as Ta 07� Ta and
Tc 0 � min � T b � Nc �

MemCXY � Ta 0 " Tc 0 � Ta 0 � 1� Ta " min � T b � Nc �8� Ta � 13
Ta " Tb � Tb � 1� MemXYC

Case 2a: T b 1 Nc 4 Tc 0 � Tb

DiskCXY� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta 5 � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c 5� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T b3 Na $ Nb $ Nc
T b � Na $ Nb $ Nc

Ta � Na $ Nb $ Nc
T b1 DiskXCY



Case 2b: T b 6 Nc 4 T c 0 � Nc

DiskCXY� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta 5 � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c 5� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta � Na " Nb3 Na $ Nb $ Nc

T b � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta � Na " Nb1 DiskXCY

Lemma 2. The ordering CXY is no worse than the or-
dering XCY

Proof. The disk cost equations are
DiskXCY � Na " Nb � Na $ Nb $ Nc

Ta � 2 $ Na $ Nb $ Nc
T b

DiskCXY � Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c

The memory cost equations are
MemXCY � Ta " Tb � Ta � 1
MemCXY � Ta " Tc � Ta � 1

Given the optimal tile sizes Ta, T b for the order-
ing XCY , construct tile sizes Ta 0 , Tc 0 for the ordering
CXY as
Ta 0 � Ta and
T c 09� min � T b � Nc �

MemCXY � Ta 0 " Tc 0 � Ta 0 � 1� Ta " min � T b � Nc �2� Ta � 13
Ta " Tb � Ta � 1� MemXCY

Proof of DiskCXY
3

DiskXCY is same as that given in
case2 of Lemma 1.

Theorem 1. The I/O statement for array C should be
the outermost.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

Theorem 2. :X : 3 :Y :;4 ordering CXY is no worse than
ordering CYX.

Proof. :X : 3 :Y :<4 NaNb
3

NbNc 4 Na
3

Nc

The disk cost equations are
DiskCXY � Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc

Ta � Na $ Nb $ Nc
T c

DiskCY X � Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c

The memory cost equations are
MemCXY � Ta " Tc � Ta � 1
MemCY X � Ta " Tc � Tc � 1

Given the optimal tile sizes Ta, T c for the order-
ing CY X , construct tile sizes Ta 0 , T c 0 for the ordering
CXY as
Ta 0 � min � Ta � T c �
Tc 0 � max � Ta � Tc �

MemCXY � Ta 0 " Tc 0 � Ta 0 � 1� min � Ta � T c �2" max � Ta � T c �2�
min � Ta � T c �2� 13
Ta " Tc � min � Ta � T c �2� 13
Ta " Tc � Tc � 1� MemCY X

DiskCXY� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta 5 � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c 5� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
min = Ta 	 T c > � Na $ Nb $ Nc

max = Ta 	 T c >� Na " Nc � Na $ Nb $ Nc
Ta � Na $ Nb $ Nc

T c� DiskCY X

Thus, the ordering of I/O statements can be uniquely
determined if we know the loop bounds. Given the
memory size M, the optimal tile sizes Ti, T j can be
analytically determined. Depending on the ordering of
I/O placements chosen, the memory cost is one of:
MemCAB � Ti " T j � Ti � 1, or
MemCBA � Ti " T j � T j � 1
Both can be represented as x " y � x � 1 1?� M, where x
and y stand for either of Ti or T j.

The disk I/O cost is given by,
DiskCAB � DiskCBA � Ni " N j � Ni " N j " Nk "@� 1

Ti � 1
T j �

Minimizing disk I/O cost involves minimization of (1/Ti
+ 1/Tj). Solving the continuous form of the problem,
minimizing f �A� 1 # x � 1 # y � , given the above mentioned
memory constraint, we get
y �CB M D 1
x �E� M D 1 �F#2� B M D 1 � 1 �

Depending on the problem instance, Ni or N j can be
less than these tile sizes. In this case, the tile sizes are
set to be the maximum possible, effectively not tiling
that dimension, and the tile size along the other dimen-
sion is increased as much as possible, while limiting the
memory cost to be less than the memory limit.

5. Generalized Tiling and Fusion

In this section, we discuss our model of generalized
tiling, fusion and an algorithm to enumerate all fusion



for it1, nt1
Allocate memory for T
for j, it2, nt2

T G it2  nt2 HI�+� A G it1 � it2  j H�J C2 G nt1 � nt2  j H
for m, it2, nt2

B Gm  nt1 � nt2 HK�L� T G it2  nt2 HMJ C1 Gm  it1 � it2 H
Figure 3. Abstract code for tiled two-index
transform

it2j

m
T

it2 nt2

nt2

nt1it1

Figure 4. Fusion structure for the two-
index transform

sub-graphs to be evaluated. We consider loop fusion for
reuse of the intermediate array between the producer and
the consumer. In the case of out-of-core computations,
the intermediate fits in memory, eliminating any need for
I/O. Wherever we consider fusion in this paper, we use
it in order to keep the intermediate in memory. Also,
all loops in the intermediate array are fused. The loop
structure is organized using multi-level tiling strategy in
such a way that, the tiling decisions determine the actual
loops fused, the degree of fusion, and hence the size of
the intermediate array.

Consider the two-index transform discussed in Sec-
tion 2. The abstract code for two-index transform with
fusion and multi-level tiling is shown in Fig. 3 and corre-
sponding fusion structure is shown in Fig. 4. Details of

{B(m,n),1}

{A(i,j),4}{C2(n,j),5}

{C1(m,i),6}

{*(m,n,i),2}

{*(n,i,j),3}

Figure 5. Tensor contraction tree for the
two-index transform.

the I/O placements are not shown in the figures. Loops
i and n appear as indices in the intermediate array T ,
loop i and j appear in A and n and j appear in C2. C1
contains indices m and i and B contains indices m and
n. The placement for the intermediate array T is shown
across both the branches indicating that the intermediate
is reused across both the contractions and will not re-
quire any disk I/O. All the loops indexing this interme-
diate array are fused. All these loops are also tiled and
one component of each one of them is placed in the com-
mon branch and another component is placed in each of
the inner branches. Within each branch, these loops may
be split further depending on the I/O placements as de-
scribed in section 4. The tile sizes can be changed to
tune the degree of fusion and to represent the case in
which some of the loops indexing the intermediate array
are not fused at all. In general with multi-level tiling, we
fuse all possible loops in a greedy fashion. Fused loops
may be split into multiple components and each of the
components put into inner branches encountered in the
path from current branch to the innermost branch. The
loops which will be actually fused in the final loop struc-
ture is determined by the computed tile sizes. Example
of this multi-level tiling strategy is given in Section 9.

A sequence of tensor contraction expressions can be
expressed as a tensor contraction tree. Each leaf in the
tensor contraction tree is an input array. The root node
of the tree is the output array. Each interior node in the
tree corresponds to a tensor contraction, and also the in-
termediate array created by it. Each node is labeled for
reference. The tensor contractions related by a producer-
consumer relationship are connected by an edge. The
input and output arrays are connected to the tensor con-
tractions in which they are involved. Each node also has
an attached list of indices. In the case of interior nodes,
these correspond to the loop indices enclosing the tensor
contraction statement. In the case of input and output
arrays, these are the indices of the arrays in the contrac-
tion in which they are involved. Fig. 5 shows the tensor
contraction tree for the two index transform. Nodes cor-
responding to input and output arrays have their names
depicted. The loop indices involved in processing each
node are shown. For the input and output nodes, the loop
indices are the loops that index them in the contraction
in which they are involved. The numeric label for each
node is also shown.

A set of nodes in the tensor contraction tree can be
fused if the intermediate arrays can be fully streamed
through, without any I/O involved, and the input and
output arrays among the nodes fused do not have more
than the minimum I/O. The set of nodes to be fused must
have at least one common loop index.

Each node in the tensor contraction tree is assumed to



have a unique label and consist of the following fields –
indices (the set of loop indices involved in that contrac-
tion node), FE (the set of fusion sub-graphs starting from
the current node), left (left child label), right (right child
label), cost (minimum I/O cost to compute this node
from the leaves), optimal-fusion (the fusion structure
that leads to the minimum I/O cost). Each fusion struc-
ture element has the following fields – leaf (the node
in the tensor contraction in which the fusion structure
ends), indices (set of indices common to all the nodes
fused), next (the next node in the fusion structure, al-
ways one of its children). Note that for each such fusion
structure enumerated, there are many concrete multi-
level fusion structures. For each loop fused, its compo-
nents are placed on all the branches encountered in the
path from fused node to the leaf nodes in which it ap-
pears. These components may be subsequently pruned
away using the arguments similar to those made in Sec-
tion 4, depending on the choice of placement and order-
ing of I/O placements.

Algorithm 1: Fusion Enumeration Algorithm
FUSION-ENUMERATION()
Input: node-id
Output: Updated FE field in all nodes below node-
id
(1) if node-id.left exists
(2) FUSION-ENUMERATION(node-id.left)
(3) if node-id.right exists
(4) FUSION-ENUMERATION(node-id.right)
(5) foreach f in node-id.left.FE
(6) if f.indices N node-id.indices is not empty
(7) node-id.FE = node-id.FE O� (f.leaf,f.indices N node-id.indices,

node-id.left) !
(8) foreach f in node-id.right.FE
(9) if f.indices N node-id.indices is not empty
(10) node-id.FE = node-id.FE O� (f.leaf,f.indices N node-id.indices,

node-id.right) !
(11) node-id.FE = node-id.FE OP� (node-id, node-

id.indices,Ø) !
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for enumerating all

possible fusion subgraphs. It recursively determines all
valid fusion sub-graphs for its children. If there is any
common index between the fusion sub-graphs of its chil-
dren and its own indices, that sub-graph is extended to
include the current node. Since there is just one path
from an ancestor to a descendant in a tree, each fu-
sion structure can be identified by the final descendant
in the fusion together with the immediate child node in
the path. The term leaf is used to identify the terminal
node in the fusion subgraph such that no node below it

p at2 ct2

b

Y

X

ct2 at2

T

ct1at1

Figure 6. Loop structure with I/O statement
for array X placed in the common branch

belongs to that fusion subgraph . Leaf of a fusion sub-
graph need not be a leaf node in the tensor contraction
tree. In subsequent discussions, we will use the leaf of a
fusion structure to index into the enumeration of fusion
structures.

For each fusion sub-graph generated, only the ends
of the subgraph involve I/O. All intermediate nodes in-
volved fully reside in memory. In addition, the ends of
the sub-graph have the minimum I/O cost. These prop-
erties are used to estimate the minimum I/O required to
process a fusion sub-graph. Use of this cost to prune the
set of fusion structures to be considered is discussed in
Section 8. Note that no more than two arrays, among the
two input and output/intermediate arrays, can be part of
the fusion sub-graph, as all three nodes cannot be fused
while satisfying the minimum I/O condition.

6. Placement of I/O Statements

Given a multi-level fusion structure, the placement
of I/O statements in the various branches of the fusion
structure and the ordering of I/O placements within each
branch needs to be explored. The ordering of I/O place-
ments within a branch of the fusion structure is dis-
cussed in section 7. The placement of I/O statements
is discussed in this section.

For each fusion structure, we need to consider the
placement of I/O statements for each array in each
branch preceding the node in which it is used. In this
section, we look at some pruning rules for placement of
these I/O statements.

Consider a fusion structure involving two contrac-
tions as shown in Fig. 6. The intermediate array, T is
of size Na " Nc. The input arrays for one of the con-
tractions are X and Y with sizes Na " Nb and Nb " Nc,
respectively. Loops a and c appear as indices in T, loops
a and b appear in X , loops b and c appear in Y . Loops p
belong to the other contraction. Note that each of these
may actually be a set of loops. In this section, it is as-
sumed that X and Y are not output arrays. The set of
loops common to both the contractions will be put in the
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T
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Figure 7. Loop structure with I/O statement
for array X placed in the local branch

common branch, while the other branches are local to
the respective contractions.

Theorem 3. I/O statement for array X in the local
branch is at least as good as that in the common branch
if Nb 6 Nc

Proof. Consider the loop structure with the array X in
the common branch, shown in Fig. 6. The loop structure
is shown after pruning of redundant loops. The corre-
sponding disk I/O and memory cost are given by

DiskCommon � Na " Nb � Na $ Nb $ Nc
at2

MemCommon � Nb " at2 � at2 " ct2 � 1
Construct a loop structure with the I/O placement for

array X in the local branch, such that the disk I/O cost is
same as for the placement in the common branch. This is
shown in Fig. 7. Note that by this construction, both the
disk I/O and memory cost for the two arrays in the other
branch remains unaffected. The disk I/O and memory
cost for the placement in the local branch is given by

DiskLocal � Na " Nb � Na $ Nb $ Nc
at2

MemLocal � at2 " ct1 " ct2 � at2 � 1

Nb 6 Nc4 Nb " at2 6 at2 " ct1 " ct24 � Nb " at2 � at2 " ct2 � 1 �6Q� at2 " ct1 " ct2 � at2 � 1 �� MemCommon 6 MemLocal

The above theorem is still valid when common
branch contains some other I/O placements in addition
to X as long as X is innermost in the common branch.
This theorem also remains valid, when the above men-
tioned loop structure is embedded inside a bigger loop
stucture, so that there are other loops surrounding the
loops in this loop structure.

p ct2

b

at2

Y

ct1
X

at1

at3ct2

T
ct3

Figure 8. Loop structure with I/O statement
for array X and Y placed in the common
branch
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Figure 9. Loop structure with I/O statement
for array X and Y placed in the local branch

Theorem 4. Placements of I/O statement for arrays X
and Y together in the local branch is at least as good as
that in the common branch if Nb 6 Nc and Nb 6 Na

Proof. Consider the loop structure with the I/O state-
ments of arrays X and Y in the common branch, shown
in Fig. 8. The loop structure is shown after pruning of
redundant loops. The corresponding disk I/O and mem-
ory cost are given by

DiskCommon � Na " Nb � Nb " Nc " at1
MemCommon � Nb " at2 " at3 � Nb " ct2 � at3 " ct2

Construct a loop structure with the I/O placement for
arrays X and Y in the local branch, such that the disk I/O
cost is same as for the placement in the common branch.
This is shown in Fig: 9. The disk I/O and memory cost
for the placement in the local branch is given by

DiskLocal � Na " Nb � Nb " Nc " at1
MemLocal � at2 " at3 " ct1 " ct2 � at2 " at3 � 1

Nb 6 Nc R Nb 6 Na4 Nb 6 ct1 " ct2 R Nb 6 at2 " at34 MemCommon 6 MemLocal

When the conditions specified in the above theorems
are satisfied then we do not consider the cases where



certain I/O statements are in the common branch and
this prunes away lots of cases to be considered.

7. I/O Statement Ordering

In this section, we discuss the ordering of I/O place-
ments within a branch of the fusion structure.

Given a fusion structure with I/O placements and a
set of loops on various branches, the ordering of I/O
statements and the loop structure for each branch has
to be determined. Note that the loop structure within a
branch does not affect the I/O or memory cost in any
other branch. The costs depend on the choice of tile
sizes. Thus the ordering of I/O statements within each
branch can be determined independently. We first dis-
cuss how the loop structure can be determined within a
branch, given the set of loops and the ordering of I/O
statements. Note that the loops within a branch can be
either complete loops or loop components, which goes
through some iterations of the loop. Both are referred to
as loops and are handled in the same manner. A prun-
ing strategy to reduce the orderings to be evaluated is
presented.

A direct procedure to determine the loop structure
was discussed in Section 4. Each loop is split into mul-
tiple components, one around each I/O statement. A
loop component is redundant for an I/O statement if it
does not index the corresponding array. The loop com-
ponents that satisfy any of the following conditions are
then pruned

1. The loop components immediately above an I/O
statement that are redundant for that statement.

2. The loop components immediately below an I/O
statement that are not redundant for that statement.

For a given set of loops and I/O statements, the re-
dundant and non-redundant loops with respect to each
I/O statement can be determined. Given an ordering of
I/O placements, the initial loop structure with each I/O
statement preceded by its non-redundant loops and the
last I/O statement followed by its redundant loops, is
chosen. Then, we apply the second rule to remove all the
redundant loops present below each I/O statement. Note
that, different orderings of loops between two consecu-
tive I/O statements will not affect the disk and memory
cost.

In addition to simplifying the pruning procedure, this
categorization of loops for each I/O statement leads to
an effective pruning strategy. Consider one branch of
a fusion structure shown in Fig. 10. The arrays X and
Y have been placed in this branch. Loops at1 and bt1
are non-redundant for Y . As for X , at1 is non-redundant

at1 bt1
Y X

ct1

(a)

at1
X

bt1
Y

ct1

(b)

Figure 10. Ordering of two I/O state-
ments based on the redundant and non-
redundant loops

while bt1 is redundant. Note that at and bt1 may be a set
of loops and non-redundant loops of array X is a subset
of non-redundant loops of array Y . There may be other
loops ct1 placed in the branch which are redundant for
both X and Y .

Two orderings of the I/O placements of the two state-
ments are shown in Fig. 10. Consider the optimal num-
ber of iterations allocated to the loops at1 and bt1 in
Fig. 10(a) where I/O statement for Y appears before that
for X . Assigning the same number of iterations to the
corresponding loops in Fig. 10(b) will decrease the I/O
cost as the I/O statement X is not below the redundant
loop bt1, thus decreasing the I/O cost for X by that fac-
tor, without affecting the memory size. Hence, when-
ever X and Y are placed side by side, X should appear
before Y .

In general, I/O statements for arrays can be grouped
based on their non-redundant loops. The ordering of the
I/O statements when they appear together, can be de-
termined by using the subset relationship of their non-
redundant loops, reducing the number of orderings to be
considered.

8. Integrated Search Procedure
In this section, we present the integrated search

procedure used to determine the optimized version of
the computation.

The overall search strategy is shown in the Algo-
rithm 2. The algorithm determines the minimum I/O
cost to compute each node in the sub-tree rooted at the
node given as the parameter. At each node, it stores
the minimum cost, and the fusion choice that resulted
in that cost. It is invoked with the root of the tensor
contraction tree, after all valid fusion structures have
been enumerated using Algorithm 1. The leaves of the
tensor contraction tree, which are the input arrays, have
a zero I/O cost. This is because their I/O cost is incurred
only in relation to the adjacent contraction nodes. The
algorithm recursively determines the minimum disk I/O
cost to compute the left and right subtrees for a given
node. The I/O cost for the current node is initialized
with the cost when this contraction is not fused with
any of the inputs, using the analysis in Section 4. This



Algorithm 2: Algorithm to determine overall I/O cost
INTEGRATED-COST()
Input: node-id
Output: Updated cost field for all nodes below
node-id, and the corresponding fusion structure in
fusion
(1) node-id.cost = 0
(2) if node-id.left not exists and node-id.right not

exists
(3) return
(4) if node-id.left exists
(5) INTEGRATED-COST(node-id.left)
(6) if node-id.right exists
(7) INTEGRATED-COST(node-id.right)
(8) node-id.cost = SINGLE-

CONTRACTION(node-id) + node-id.left.cost
+ node-id.right.cost

(9) node-id.optimal-fusion = ø
(10) foreach f in node-id.FE
(11) EVALUATE-FUSION(node-id, (f, ø))
(12) foreach fl in node-id.left.FE
(13) foreach fr in node-id.right.FE
(14) if fl.indices N fr.indices
(15) EVALUATE-FUSION(node-id, (fl, fr))

is denoted by the function SINGLE-CONTRACTION().
The fusion structures involving the current node are

then evaluated. Then the fusion structures that fuse the
children of the current node, while potentially allowing
redundant I/O for the current node are considered. This
is done by considering the various fusion structures for
the left and right child of the current node, and deter-
mining if they can be fused. Each fusion structure is
evaluated using the EVALUATE-FUSION() procedure,
shown in Algorithm 3. The procedure, first determines
the minimum I/O cost to compute the current node with
the current fusion structure using LBC(). If the mini-
mum I/O cost is found to exceed the cost evaluated until
now, the fusion structure is discarded. Otherwise, the
cost of evaluating the fusion structure is predicted us-
ing DISK-COST() and the current minimum cost and
optimal-fusion fields are appropriately updated.

The lower bound on the I/O cost, represented by
LBC() procedure, incorporates the pruning rules for
fusion structures. We include two pruning rules, one
based on the I/O cost and another based on the memory
cost. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.

The fusion of certain nodes in a contraction implies
that they do not have any more I/O than the minimum
required. This results in a specific loop structure and
its attendant memory costs. For example, when two of

Algorithm 3: Algorithm to evaluate a fusion structure
EVALUATE-FUSION()
Input: node-id, (fl,fr)
Output: Updated cost field and optimal-fusion
fields for node-id
(1) if node-id.cost 1 LBC(node-id, (fl,fr))
(2) return
(3) cost = DISK-COST(node-id, (fl, fr))
(4) if cost 1 node-id.cost
(5) node-id.cost = cost
(6) node-id.optimal-fusion = (fl,fr)

the nodes are fused, enough memory is required to store
at least one row of one array and one element of the
other. The fusion structure can be pruned away if the
available memory is lesser. Note that each of the loops
actually correspond to an index set, and might involve
multiple dimensions of the array. Hence a single row
could be much larger than the available memory. The
function MIN-MEM-COST() denotes the routine used
to determine the minimum memory cost for a given fu-
sion structure.

Algorithm 5: Algorithm to determine the lower bound
on the disk I/O cost for the specified fusion structure

MIN-FUSION-STRUCTURE-COST()
Input: node-id, f
Output: cost: Lower bound on the I/O cost for the
specified fusion structure
(1) node = node-id
(2) cost = 0
(3) while node S� f.leaf
(4) if node.FE[f.leaf].next S� node.left
(5) non-fused = node.left
(6) else
(7) non-fused= node.right
(8) if (non-fused.indices N f.indices) and non-

fused.size 1 MEM-LIMIT
(9) cost += non-fused.size
(10) else
(11) cost += 2*non-fused.size
(12) node = node.FE[f.leaf].next
(13) cost += leaf.cost
(14) return cost

The algorithm also estimates the minimum disk I/O
incurred in processing the relevant tensor contraction
subtree, using that fusion structure. The minimum
cost includes the cost of computing the inputs to the
fusion structure and the a lower bound on the cost of
computing the fusion structure itself. Nodes adjacent
to any non-leaf node in the fusion structure, but not
in the fusion structure itself, involve redundant I/O



Algorithm 4: Algorithm to prune fusion structures
LBC()
Input: node-id, (fl,fr)
Output: cost: Lower bound on the I/O cost to com-
pute node-id using (fl,fr) fusion
(1) if MIN-MEM-COST(node-id,(fl,fr)) T MEM-LIMIT
(2) return ∞
(3) indices = fl.indices
(4) if fr S� ø
(5) indices = indices N fr.indices
(6) cost = OPT-INPUT-COST(node-id, fl)
(7) cost += fl.leaf.cost
(8) cost += MIN-FUSION-STRUCTURE-

COST(node-id.left, fl, indices)
(9) if fr S� ø
(10) cost += OPT-INPUT-COST(node-id, fr)
(11) cost += fr.leaf.cost
(12) cost += MIN-FUSION-STRUCTURE-

COST(node-id.right, fr, indices)
(13) if fr S� ø
(14) if (node-id.indices N indices) S� øand node-

id.size 1 MEM-LIMIT
(15) cost += node-id.size
(16) else
(17) cost += 4*node-id.size /*redundant

read+write*/
(18) else
(19) cost += node-id.size /*minimum I/O for that

node*/
(20) return cost

if they can neither be completely read into memory,
nor have at least one loop that can be fused with the
fusion structure. If the fusion structure is formed by
combining two fusion structures, one from each child,
the root node of the subtree has potentially redundant
I/O. Since redundant loops around an output array also
require a corresponding input statement, the I/O cost is
at least four times the size of the array. If the estimated
minimum I/O cost exceeds the current best solution, the
current fusion structure is discarded.

If a fusion structure is not pruned away, various
placements and orderings of I/O statements are consid-
ered. The disk I/O and memory cost functions are mod-
eled in terms of tile sizes as a non-linear optimization
problem. The minimum cost determined by solving this
problem is combined with the cost of computing the in-
puts to the fusion structure. This procedure is shown as
DISK-COST(), in Algorithm 6. PREDICTED-COST()
procedure, used in that algorithm, determines the cost of
computing the fusion structure.

We used KNITRO [1] for finding the optimal disk I/O

Algorithm 6: Algorithm to predict I/O cost to com-
pute a node

DISK-COST()
Input: node-id, (fl,fr)
Output: cost: Predicted minimum I/O cost to com-
pute node-id using (fl,fr) fusion
(1) cost = OPT-INPUT-COST(node-id, fl)
(2) cost += fl.leaf.cost
(3) if fr S� ø
(4) cost += OPT-INPUT-COST(node-id, fr)
(5) cost += fr.leaf.cost
(6) cost += PREDICTED-COST(node-id, (fl, fr))
(7) return cost

cost using I/O cost as the objective function. KNITRO
is a solver for nonlinear optimization problems (NLP).
It supports a variety of formats. The equations were en-
coded using the AMPL format and given to the solver.
The solver determines the tile sizes that optimizes the
disk I/O cost while satisfying the memory constraints.

Each path from root to the leaf in the fusion struc-
ture represents the set of live data components for the
contraction at the leaf. The memory used during the
processing of each such contraction shall not exceed the
available memory. Hence, one memory limit constraint
is involved for each path, via branches, from the root
to the leaf in the fusion structure. I/O constraints are
also added to ensure that the minimum block size of I/O
is large enough for efficient I/O. An additional level of
tiling is introduced for spatial locality.

Algorithm 7: Algorithm to determine optimal I/O
cost for inputs to a fusion structure

OPT-INPUT-COST()
Input: node-id, f
Output: cost: Optimal I/O cost of constructing in-
puts to the specified fusion structure
(1) node = node-id
(2) cost = 0
(3) while node S� f.leaf
(4) if node.FE[f.leaf].next S� node.left
(5) cost += node.left.cost
(6) else
(7) cost += node.right.cost
(8) node = node.FE[f.leaf].next
(9) return cost

9. Experimental Results

We evaluated the proposed approach by comparing it
with two other alternatives, referred to as the equi-tile-
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Figure 11. Loop structure, with tile sizes,
with integrated optimization of the four-
index transform: V � 120 and O � V � 140

size with fusion approach and best-tile-size without fu-
sion approach, which are used in state-of-the-art quan-
tum chemistry codes. In the equi-tile-size with fusion
approach, equal tile sizes are chosen for all loop indices.
The tile sizes are made large enough to fully utilize the
available memory. The placement of I/O statements is
determined in a greedy fashion. For a given set of tile
sizes, the I/O statements are placed at that position in
the parse tree in which the total size of the data accessed
in that subtree, rooted at that position, just fits in the
available memory. Since this approach does not con-
sider fusion, we used the same fusion structure that was
chosen by the integrated optimization approach. In the
best-tile-size without fusion approach, none of the con-
tractions are fused and best tile size and I/O orderings
are chosen for each contraction.

Performance was evaluated on a node of an Itanium-
2 cluster at the Ohio Supercomputer Center. Each node
has a dual Itanium-2 900 MHz processor running Linux
2.4.18. Each node has 4 GB of memory and an 80 GB
SCSI hard disk. The generated code was compiled using
the GNU C Compiler for Linux (gcc version 3.2.3). For
code generation purposes, the physical memory avail-
able to the computation was specified as half the avail-
able memory to minimize any paging effects. It was ob-
served that seek time becomes negligible as compared
to transfer time beyond a certain block size, which was
found to be of the order of a few Megabytes [25]. The in-
memory version of the array is constrained to be larger
than this block size for efficient I/O. The in-memory ten-
sor contractions were evaluated using BLAS-3 routines
in the Intel math kernel library [19]. The computation
cost was found to be the same for both the approaches,
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Figure 12. I/O and Overall speed-ups of
integrated optimizations approach over
equi-tile-size with fusion approach for the
four-index transform

as they differ primarily in their approaches to handle I/O.

Na,Nb,Nc: V;
Ni,Nj,Nk: O;

R � a � b � c � d ��� ∑k FO � k � i ��
 T � a � b � k � j �U�
∑c FV � a � c ��
 T � b � c � i � j �V� ∑c FO � b � c ��
 T � a � c � i � j �

We evaluated the two approaches using the four-
index transform described in Section 2 and a sub-
computation from the Coupled Cluster Doubles (CCD)
equation [13, 31, 33] for ab initio electronic structure
modeling, shown below:

For the four-index transform, we set the value of V
to 120 and varied O � V from 140 to 260. For the CCD
sub-computation, we set the value of O to 100 and varied
V from 200 to 320.

Fig. 11 shows the loop structure and tile sizes gen-
erated for the four-index transform for V � 120 and
O � V � 140. The figure shows the contractions ordered
from bottom to top. The leaf nodes represent the con-
tractions. Each loop is split into multiple components.
All components of one particular loop are identified by
the same naming prefix. Note that different loops are
split into different number of components. The tile sizes
of the components have been mentioned immediately
below those components in the figure. Some of the com-
ponents are assigned a tile size of one, indicating that
they are determined to be insignificant for this problem
instance. In the bottom fusion structure involving three
contractions, a and p loops are not tiled, while q is tiled
into two significant components and r and s loops are
tiled into three significant components. The exact num-



Np (O+V) I/O cost (secs) Computation
Integrated Equi-tile-size Best-tile-size Cost (secs)

optimization with fusion without fusion
140 165 256 389 64
150 199 300 461 76
160 226 370 539 91
170 258 425 634 106
180 336 522 716 128
200 403 691 1028 172
220 542 1020 1284 227

Table 2. I/O and computation cost, for the four-index transform: integrated optimization, equi-
tile-size with fusion, and best-tile-size without fusion. V = 120.
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Figure 13. I/O and Overall speed-ups of
integrated optimizations approach over
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the four-index transform
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ber of significant components depends on the problem
instance.

The I/O cost and the computation cost for four-index
transform and the CCD sub-computation are shown in
Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. Comparisons have
also been made to show the importance of integrating
various optimizations. The I/O and overall speed-ups
of the integrated optimizations approach over equi-tile-
size with fusion approach are shown in Figure 12 and
Figure 14. Figures 13 and Figure 15 provide the I/O
and overall speed-ups of the integrated optimizations ap-
proach over best-tile-size without fusion approach.

We observe that an improvement in I/O cost of up
to 1.9 is achieved for the four-index transform, and up
to 2.6 for the CCD sub-computation over the equi-tile-
size with fusion approach. We note that the I/O cost
dominates the overall cost for these computations. We
achieve overall speed-ups between 1.37 to 1.62 for the
four-index transform and between 1.78 to 2.27 for CCD
over the equi-tile-size with fusion approach. Most pro-
duction computational chemistry codes do not use loop
fusion. We expect them to perform much worse due to
the significantly higher I/O cost incurred in moving ev-
ery intermediate array between disk and main memory.
Loop fusion eliminates I/O cost for many intermediate
arrays. We observe that an improvement in I/O cost of
up to 2.55 is achieved for the four-index transform, and
up to 3.7 for the CCD sub-computation over the best-
tile-size without fusion approach. We achieve overall
speed-ups between 1.94 to 2.08 for the four-index trans-
form and between 2.20 to 3.12 for CCD over the best-
tile-size without fusion approach. As can be seen in
Fig. 14, the speed-up obtained for the CCD computa-
tion increases with problem size. In general, the increase
in the I/O costs can be non-linear resulting in greater
speed-ups for larger problem sizes.

10. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an integrated approach
to loop fusion, permutaion, tiling, and placement and
ordering of I/O statements. The transformations were
partially unified and generalized to reduce the search
space to be considered. Pruning strategies that further
cut down the search space were discussed. Experimental
results were provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the approach.

Though the approach was presented in the context of
tensor contraction computations, the lessons learnt can
be applied to other domains or generalized to include
a more general class of imperfectly nested loops. We
plan to develop an optimization framework that allows
incremental addition of new pruning rules and heuristics
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for pruning.
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